“

To become a
top 10 public
law school,
we must
recruit extraordinary
students with excellent
credentials, diverse
backgrounds, and
varied life experiences.
By providing the
scholarships vital
to recruiting these
students from across
the country, you will
help us shape the
future of UF Law.

Visit www.law.ufl.edu/give or
call toll free 1-877-351-2377

”‘‘

— LAURA A. ROSENBURY
Dean and Levin, Mabie & Levin Professor of Law

www.law.ufl.edu

Your support helps
UF Law reach new heights

DIVERSE AND HIGHLYCREDENTIALED STUDENTS
“I received a generous
scholarship from UF Law. That
financial stability, coupled with the
campus, being a part of the Gator
culture and the Gator history, just
made sense. I got accepted into a few
other schools, some in the northeast,
some on the West Coast, but I just
knew that UF Law was where I
wanted to be.”
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— DANIEL-JOHN SEWELL (JD 19)

SUPERIOR JOB PLACEMENT
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“My professors provided

support throughout every step
of the job search process. Additionally,
the alumni in New York read my
résumé, prepared me for interviews,
and made time to meet with me
whenever I came to the city. Members
of the UF Law community not only
supported my pursuit of a dream job;
they were invested in it.”
— JENNIFER DWECK (JD 17)
Associate, Skadden, Arps, Slate
Meagher & Flom LLP and Affiliates

CUTTING-EDGE FACULTY
AND PROGRAMS
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“The clinics are where

practice meets education.
In them, students apply the theory
and skills that they are taught in
the classroom to live clients. Clinic
students have a head start when
they go into practice. By funding
these critical needs, we can provide
even more opportunities for our
students to be practice-ready
lawyers upon graduation.”
— SILVIA MENENDEZ
Associate Dean for Experiential Learning

Three Pillars of Success
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DIVERSE AND HIGHLYCREDENTIALED STUDENTS

SUPERIOR
JOB PLACEMENT

CUTTING-EDGE FACULTY
AND PROGRAMS

The Gator Law Nation provides
exceptional and unparalleled
support for students, empowering
them with the financial freedom to
explore career paths and pursue
dream jobs.

UF Law faculty travel the globe
publishing, presenting and
contributing to cutting-edge
research. Your support remains
critical to innovating our
programs and offerings.

Public interest

Endowed chairs

stipends

and professors

Fellowships

Lecture series

Increased scholarship
support allows UF Law to
recruit the most highly
credentialed and diverse
students from around the
country.

Increased median LSAT
6 points in 36 months
Recruited and enrolled
22% out of state
Raised racial and ethnic
diversity to nearly 32%

Professional development
opportunities

and symposia
Clinics

Invest now in UF Law’s future. Learn more and give at www.law.ufl.edu/give

